Ultra thin multilayer capsules are attractive and stable systems capable of delivering the bioactives. Ultra thin multilayer capsules consist of polyelectrolytic materials that are formed in the presence of a template. This is achieved through layer-by-layer adsorption of oppositely charged macromolecules on to colloidal particles. Upon extraction, the resulting cavities retain affi nity for the bioactives. This review considers the fabrication, of ultra thin multilayer capsules, physiochemical properties and role of ultra thin multilayer capsules within a pharmaceutical remit. Ultrathin multilayer capsules have potential for creating satisfactory drug dosage forms.
c o m
Supramolecular science is the branch, which has become the most fast developing Þ eld especially with development of peptide synthesis and supramolecular self-assemblages as drug delivery system. During last few years, supramolecular chemistry has resulted into the development of many dynamic supramolecular systems 1 .
A novel approach in this regard is the development of smart, functional and organized supramolecular materials like various types of hosts, which will Þ nd ways to the specific receptor; and self-assembling nanostructures to be used as drug delivery system. Decher and Hong have proposed alternative adsorption of polyanion and polycation about a decade ago 2, 3 . The principle of multilayer assembly is as follows: a solid charged substrate is immersed in a solution of oppositely charged polyelectrolyte solution and a layer of poly ion is adsorbed via electrostatic attraction. Since adsorption is carried out at relatively high concentration of polyelectrolyte, a number of oppositely charged groups remain exposed to the solution and thus repeating this procedure effectively reverses surface charge and alternating multilayer assembly is obtained 4 .
The idea of applying this procedure for production of films with alternation of two or more poly ion components was first realized for linear polymer ions and spatial separation of neighboring poly ion layers with minor interpenetrating was confirmed from neutron reflexivity experiments 5 . Electrostatic alternate adsorption was successfully employed for low molecular weight dyes and assembling process of individual dye-poly ion layer of Congo red-Poly (diallymethyl ammonium chloride) was investigated by using a quartz crystals microbalance 6 .
Multicomposite ultra thin capsules are molecular assemblies of tailored architecture having layer-bylayer adsorption of oppositely charged macromolecules on to colloidal particles 7 . At present, a variety of materials, such as wide range of synthetic polyelectrolytes, biopolymers, lipids and inorganic particles have successfully been employed to fabricate multilayered Þ lms on the ß at substrate by taking advantage of electrostatic interaction between oppositely charged species in their stepwise adsorption from an aqueous solution 3, 4, 8 .
Polyelectrolyte shells with controlled thickness and composition were fabricated by stepwise adsorption of oppositely charged polyelectrolytes on to melamine resin templates, which are subsequently solubilized. Recently, this technology has also applied for multilayer assembling on the surface of colloidal particles, subsequently removal of core leads to the formation of very stable hollow structures 9, 10 . Such hollow thin walled microcapsules have attracted particular interest from viewpoint of application in encapsulation (for example as drug carrier system or micro-reactors). July 
FABRICATION OF UMCs
While understanding structural and chemical interaction between host-guest systems, self-assembling system is essential for designing molecules that can mimic natural substrate. At present, a variety of materials, such as wide range of synthetic polyelectrolytes, biopolymers, lipids and inorganic particles have successfully been employed to fabricate multilayered films on the flat substrate or surface of colloidal particle by taking advantage of electrostatic interaction between oppositely charged species in their stepwise adsorption from an aqueous solution [2] [3] [4] 8, [13] [14] [15] .
The most important novel features of the fabricated polyelectrolyte shells are, i. the composition and thickness of the shell can be controlled; ii. they can be fabricated with controlled physical and chemical properties; and iii. they offer novel structure for micro-and nano-compartmentalization of materials.
In addition, unlike liposome structure 9 , the fabricated shells are readily permeable by small (Ca 1-2 nm in diameter) polar molecules and are extremely stable against chemical and physical influence. In principle, permeability features of the capsule wall, such as selectivity for water-soluble components, could be used to create a difference with chemical composition between the bulk solution and the capsule interior. This is an intriguing situation concerning possible application of the microcapsules as microreactors or micro-carriers. However, at present little is known about the permeability properties of these free polyelectrolyte Þ lms. A convenient approach to study and to employ the selective permeability properties of the capsules wall is to create a Donnan equilibrium situation. For example, if an electrolyte species is excluded from the encapsulation UMCs permeates counter ions, which should be distributed on both sides of shell wall according to Donnan equilibrium. Hence, their concentration should be different on both sides of the capsule. In the case of protons this would correspond to pH difference. Furthermore, the presence of a non-permeating electrolyte species in the solution on one side of capsule wall induces an osmotic pressure difference across the wall. This may eventually lead to volume changes of the hollow polyelectrolyte capsules and can reß ect on the mechanical properties of the shell wall 14 .
Templates:
Different templates with size ranging from 50 nm to few microns, such as organic and inorganic colloidal particles, aggregated proteins, biological cells and drug nanocrystals can be coated with multilayered Þ lm. Various materials viz. synthetic polyelectrolyte, chitosan and its derivatives, proteins, DNA, lipids, and magnetic nanoparticles, have been used as layer constituents to fabricate and design the shell to adjust required stability, biocompatibility and afÞ nity between layers of the capsules 16, 17 . Some colloidal templates can be decomposed at conditions of where the polymer shell is stable and which leads to the formulation of hollow capsule with deÞ ned size, shape and shell thickness.
After the dissolution of core template at low pH, the assembled polyelectrolyte films remain intact 9 . The capsule size and wall thickness are determined by the size of the original colloids and the number of adsorbed polyelectrolyte layers, respectively.
Layer constituents:
Polyions, predominantly used in the ultra thin multilayered assembly are shown in Table 1 . The use of polyelectrolyte rather than small molecules is advantageous mainly because good adhesion of a layer to the underlying substrate or film requires a certain number of ionic bonds. Therefore, the overcompensation of the surface charge by the incoming layer is more a property of the polymer than a property of the surface. This is because polymer can simply bridge the underlying defect. Their conformation at the surface (and thus also the newly created Þ lm surface) is mostly dependent on the chosen polyelectrolytes and adsorption condition and much less dependent on the substrate or the substrate charge density 18, 19 .
The linear augmentation of film thickness with the number of deposited layers is often similar even if different substrates are used, which makes the film properties rather independent of the substrate.
There are cases where substrate charge densities are very small, the Þ rst layer binds to the surface with only a few groups and exposes a larger number of oppositely charged groups to the solution. This effective multiplication of surface functionality often continues over a few layers before a linear deposition regime is reached 3 .
Similar to this self-regulation of sequential increment of thickness layer, there is a tendency toward a certain value of the interfacial overlap between a polyanionic layer and a polycation and a certain roughness at the film-air interface; these attributes are probably a property of polyanion-polycation pair rather than a property of the substrate. The polyelectrolyte multilayers have similar surface roughness, regardless of the roughness of the underlying substrates. One possible explanation is that the surface roughness of rough polyelectrolytes films can be annealed to smaller values by consecutively immersing Þ lms in solutions of salt and pure water 13 .
Different methods of UMCs fabrication:
A decade ago, Hong and Decher demonstrated the basic principle, i.e. the alternative exposure of a charged substrate to solutions of positive or negative polyelectrolytes, respectively 2 . Provided that each adsorption step leads to charge inversion of the surface, the subsequent deposition Þ nally results in a layered complex, stabilized by strong electrostatic forces. Such self-assembled polyelectrolyte multilayers have proven to be versatile materials with respect to the incorporation of different charged compound or nano-objects 20 .
The multilayered microcapsules can be fabricated by three methods such as, centrifugation, sequential adsorption and membrane filtration. All these three methods can now be used to prepare layer-by-layer polyelctrolyte microcapsules (shells) on colloid particles. These methods are comparable with each other. Membrane Þ ltration provides the highest quality of UMCs because it minimizes particle aggregation during the total preparation process of adsorption and washing cycles. The microcapsules are not stressed, with the exception of a permanent aggregation. Its intensity is rather low and has no negative inß uence on the products. The membrane Þ ltration method has high adaptation capacity to meet all the requirements of a great variety of chemical and colloid chemical systems.
The compromise between the quality of the product and the performance as well as yield of the production can be controlled arbitrarily.
The success in the resuspension of the sediment formed in the centrifugation method is strongly dependent on the aggregated strength of the particles. It is rather difÞ cult to resuspend particles of a strong aggregate without calculable modifications, which can damage the prepared surface structure. It is found that in preparing 20 layered UMCs on a PAH/PSS basis, there is an accumulated total loss of about 80% of originally introduced material by centrifugation, whereas comparatively there was less than 3% loss by membrane Þ ltration under appropriate conditions. The sequential adsorption technique results in a loss of more than half of the original material 10 . In sequential adsorption technique, one has to control the concentration of all the suspension components pedantically during the whole process. Working with excess amounts of adsorbing polyelectrolyte, as can be done successfully with great advantage in centrifugation and Þ ltration, has to be prevented in the sequential adsorption method. Even with exact concentration control, a tendency for aggregation is not avoidable.
In contrast to sequential adsorption, the membrane Þ ltration and centrifugation methods provide excellent results in a wide range of concentration and target particles. In the filtration technique the suspension medium is driven by a hydrodynamic pressure gradient to separate it from the suspension. The centrifugation method exploits separation forces based on the density difference between the particles and the medium. But the Þ ltration method is not sensitive to this density difference between the particle and the medium. Over a wide range it still operates very effectively where the centrifugation fails or is cumbersome.
Controlling the particle interaction is the main problem with all these methods of particle interaction. Usually one has to cope with the tendency of the particles to form more or less strong aggregates during different stages of the preparation cycle.
MECHANISM OF UMCs GROWTH Charge overcompensation and distribution:
Several generalizations may be made regarding the formation of layered multi composites by sequential adsorption from polyelectrolyte only, at least for strongly charged polymers of high molecular weight. First, the polyelectrolyte adsorption process is irreversible on the time scale of multilayer assembly, a property that is required for stable multilayer growth 21 . Irreversibility includes the lack of spontaneous desorption, which results from competition with small (salt) ions, and stripping of surface polymer by it's oppositely charged solution counterpart 22 . Second, the most important variable for determining multilayer thickness (beside the number of layers) is the salt concentration of the solution used for deposition 2, 3, 18, 23, 24 . Third, polymer in two-component multilayers is stratiÞ ed into well-deÞ ned layers but is dispersed and interpenetrating 3, 5, 25 .
Additional variables are ranked in rough order, from significant to subtle, as follows: dielectric constant of the deposition solvent, identification of the salt, deposition time, polymer concentration and polymer molecular weight 26 . For weak polyelectrolytes, the degree of ionisation becomes an important consideration 27 . Mechanistically, the importance of surface charge overcompensation and reversal in polyelectrolyte multilayers, UMCs has been emphasized, since each exposure deposits a reproducible quantity of material and reverses the charge on the surface, leaving it primed for the next layer of polymer 2, 3, 18, 23, 24, 28 .
Theoretical treatments of molecule-molecule and molecule-surface charge overcompensation have predicted modest overcompensation 29 . Recent experiments on strongly dissociated polyelectrolyte pairs, such as PDADMA and PSS, have shown that, in the presence of salt, several equivalent monolayers of polyelectrolyte accumulate on the growing multilayers with a single exposure 22 .
Extension of classical theory for the adsorption of polymer at impermeable surfaces would not predict a thick layer of polymer 30 . To account for this excess polymer surface, charge distributed over several interpenetrating layers of polycations and polyanions was depicted 22, 26 .
The role of surface charge in determining and limiting the increment of polymer added per deposition cycle was probed in a recent study using radiolabelled counterions 22 . With the strongly dissociated polyelectrolytes, PSS and PDADMA, a constant surface charge develops during multilayer buildup. The surface charge, propagated and inverted by sequential adsorption steps, is over neutralized (overcompensated) on each step. A steady state of thickness increment Vs layer number appears when the level of overcompensation is constant. In this mechanism, the salt concentration determines adsorbed amount (layer thickness) by controlling surface charge 31 .
Internal layering: Implications of intrinsic compensation:
In a study it has been found out that small ions do not participate in charge balance with in PSS/ PDADMS multilayers, this feature has been termed as intrinsic compensation 28 . Intrinsic compensation in thick UMCs requires interpenetration of polymers; a signiÞ cant constraint. For example, it is not possible to have density ß uctuations for two components that are intrinsically compensated. For three components, wherein one is labeled, density fluctuations are possible and have been observed, but the material in any nominal layer is actually interdiffused or fuzzy over several layers 3, 5 . Well-deÞ ned layering would be important for certain applications requiring anisotropic properties, such as conductivity in two dimensions. The following categories of material approaches may lead to distinct layering:
Forced intrinsic compensation:
Post-build up processing steps can induce excess polymer charge of one type within the multilayer. Such steps include thermolytic or photolytic elimination of charged groups 32 , electrochemical injection of charge into the multilayer 33, 34 , or the introduction of charge via pH changes when the multilayer includes weakly acidic polyelectrolytes 4 . It can be observed in poly(phenylenevinylene) containing UMCs 35 .
Particle/polymer systems:
A mixture of organic polyelectrolyte and inorganic or organic particles would be conducive to stratiÞ cation due to the rigid, impenetrable nature of the particle. Multilayers incorporating plate like clay minerals can show Bragg diffraction 36 , although the minerals may not be localized in one continuous plane.
High ratio neutral/charged systems:
As the material balance within a multilayer tends toward a larger fraction of uncharged hydrocarbon (for example, from hydrophobic side chains or repeatedly sparsely charged at units), phase separation is possible. Examples of systems with high neutral/ charge ratio forming layers have been observed 37, 38 . Intrinsic compensation is a balance between entropy loss imposed by localizing segments and free energy gained from ion pair formation. One might expect an intrinsic → extrinsic phase transition as fewer ion pairs hold more polymers together.
Minimal thickness layering:
If the layer thickness is approximately the dimension of a monomer repeat unit or less, ion pairs and hydrophobic parts can exist within different strata. This mechanism of layering is likely only with rigid polymers.
FACTORS CONTROLLING GROWTH OF UMCs
In exploring growth conditions, it is generally observed that salt has the strongest influence on the amount deposited ("layer" thickness) per cycle. Polymer concentration, molecular weight, and deposition time are known to be less important variables 3, 18, 23 . Various factors controlling the growth conditions on polyelectrolyte deposition were studied including the effect of salt concentration, salt type, exposure time, polymer concentration and solvent quality 26 .
Thickness Vs salt concentration:
The trends in layers thickness on the rotating substrates were similar to those for static dip-cycled multilayered 2, 3, 18, 23, 39 . Layer thickness for the PSS/ PDADMA combination, as a function of number of deposition cycles does not depend on whether the multilayers have been dried between layer pairs 40 . For a given number of layers the experimental variable with greatest influence on the amount deposited is the salt concentration. Some authors reported a linear dependence on salt concentration 26, 41 . Others found that the thickness of a layer pair of PSS/PAH was proportional to the ionic strength squared 40 .
Recent work by Losche et al. on the same system has established a linear relationship of layer pair thickness with salt concentration. SigniÞ cantly, the steady state increment per layer pair for PSS/PDADMA is 7 times higher than the increment for PSS/PAH under same conditions. This demonstrates the importance of polyelectrolyte type in determining ultimate Þ lm thickness 41 .
Hydrophobicity and solvent quality:
The mechanism of interaction is charge compensation and the driving force is the multiplicity of segmentsegment contacts which acts cooperatively 26 . A speciÞ c afÞ nity of one polymer segment for another (polymer for surface) is characterized by chemical interaction.
The adsorption of polyelectrolytes to an oppositely charged surface is an ion exchange phenomenon 42 , the subscript "m" refers to the multilayer surface or more precisely a region close to the surface.
Since adsorption is considered in terms of ion exchange, it is expected that different ions with differing affinity should modulate the adsorbed amount. In the process of ion exchange, as a rule, the ion that swells the least that the exchanger binds more strongly 43 i.e. the least hydrated ion pair should be most stable. For example, in the alkali metal series Li + →Cs + , the least solvated ion (Cs + ) binds the strongest to the sulfonate exchanger. Multivalent species are much stronger than univalent. a stronger binding salt ion would be functionally equivalent to adding more salt. Second, a less solvated and stronger binding ion would decrease the solvation energy of solution polymer, which would drive the polymer to the interface.
An alternative to adding different counter ions to make solvent poorer would be to vary the solvent itself, decreasing the dielectric constant so that the solvation energy for the charged, hydrophilic polyelectrolyte becomes less favorable. This should also drive the polymer to the interface. This shows the effect on multilayer thickness of increasing the organic fraction in a water/ethanol solvent. As ethanol concentration goes beyond 40% the polymers start to precipitate. It is clear that solvent composition offers another degree of control in multilayer formation.
Surface hydrophobicity could be controlled by selection of surface counter ion e.g. aggregation of perß uroalkane chains on the surface, when immersed in solution of perß urooctane sulphonic acid 26 .
Kinetics and irreversibility:
A radiolabeled positive layer ( 14 C-labeled PM2VP) was adsorbed on the top of a 10-layer pair PSS/ PDADMA multilayer that had been deposited from either 1.0 or 0.1 M NaCl. No evidence for desorption was found on the time scale of hours. After a few days a small fraction of polymer exchanged, and even after several weeks only 30-40% had exchanged. The desorption/exchange results were similar for both salt concentrations 26 .
In a study by Dubas and Schlenoff it was concluded that amount of polymer deposited was controlled by the highest (rather than the least) salt concentration in polymer-containing solution to which the surface is exposed during a cycle. A thin layer, having been deposited from low salt concentration, is able to reconÞ rm to accommodate more polymers, but once adsorbed, polymer does not desorp 26 .
It has been suggested that a negatively charged electrostatic barrier prevents the approach of additional polymer 34 . This argument has been used for single layer adsorption of polyelectrolyte 42 . A gradually increasing amount of charged polyelectrolyte with time is certainly consistent with such a barrier. However, at these high salt concentrations the electrostatic interaction within the polyelectrolyte should be sufficiently screened for the polymer to behave as though it were neutral. This repulsion, an excludedvolume effect, would probably be coupled with slow conformational changes on the surface or within the top few layers. Such slow rearrangements are well known in polyelectrolyte adsorption 44, 45 .
The literatures on polyelectrolyte multilayers contain a wide range of estimates (seconds to hours) of the time required to form a layer. The formation of a layer is probably limited by mass transport of polymer to the surface. The remainder will be added under a slower regime of permeation through surface polymer and rearrangements.
Excess charge:
The key to polyelectrolyte multilayer propagation is surface charge reversal 3 . Each deposition step must leave the surface primed for the next immersion in oppositely charged polymer. This phenomenon is non intuitive: it has been generally assumed that polyelectrolyte associations have a 1:1 charge stoichiometry 34 . The addition of polymer is irreversible on the whole molecule scale, but mobility of short stretches of polymers must occur in order to accommodate more polymers. Additional theoretical treatments of overcompensation (overcharging) are now emerging.
Experiments with the surface forces [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] , as well as the electrophoresis of multilayer-coated particles 51 , have suggested that unpaired (uncomplexed) segments of the oppositely charged polymer coexist with the surface majority polymer.
Temperature:
Polyelectrolyte adsorption to an oppositely charged interface is determined by electrostatic and secondary interaction. Since polyelectrolytes precipitate at elevated temperatures, the secondary interactions are presumably temperature dependent. Since on temperature increase the polymer-solvent interaction increases and more polyelectrolyte adsorb onto oppositely charged interface. 
DIFFERENT TYPE OF UMCs
Different types of UMCs are polyanion/polycation UMCs, polysaccharide UMCs, polyelectrolyte/ dendrimer UMCs, inorganic/organic hybrid multilayer ultra thin hollow spheres, lipid/polyelectrolyte UMCs and surface modified polyelectrolyte capsules as follows
Polyanion/polycation UMCs:
A method for preparing multilayer ultra thin organic films by the consecutive deposition of oppositely charged polyelectrolyte from dilute aqueous solution on to charged solid support was introduced by Decher et al 2, 3 .
Micronized polyelectrolyte shells of PSS and PHA with the thickness ranging from a few to tens of nanometers have been produced by colloid template. Consecutively polyelectrolyte adsorption is followed by decomposition of templating core. Core used was weakly cross linked melamine formaldehyde (MF) colloidal particles 9 . These particles, capable to produce hollow capsules by decomposition in aqueous media at pH values below 1.6 are shown in Þ g. 1.
PSS/ PDADMAC capsules derived from MF colloidal particles can be prepared with a yield of unbroken capsules higher than 90% by the layer-by-layer adsorption technique followed by decomposition of the templated MF cores by exposing the coated particles to pH 1.1 HCl solutions. A membrane filtration technique was employed to consecutively adsorb PSS (negatively charged polyelectrolytes) and positively charged (PDADMAC) onto MF particles. The adsorption of polyelectrolytes was conducted in 0.5 M NaCl solution for 5 min followed by three washings in H 2 O. Then, the respective oppositely charged polyelectrolyte species was added. After the desired number of layers was assembled, the coated particles were treated in HCl solution (pH 1.1) to decompose the MF cores. The produced MF core degradation products and excess HCl were washed off until a neutral pH was established by Þ ltration with gentle agitation. The outermost layer in this study is always the positively charged PDADMAC 53, 54 .
Polysaccharide UMCs:
The polysaccharide multilayer encapsulation of ibuprofen crystals were accomplished by the consecutive adsorption of oppositely charged polyelectrolytes using centrifugation technique. In each experiment ibuprofen crystals were alternatively dispersed in chitosan or dextran sulphate solution. The opposite charged polysaccharides were allowed to adsorb for 10-15 min, while occasionally being shaken. The dispersion was then centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 5 min. The supernatant was removed and particles were redispersed in deionzed water. The washing was repeated thrice before the next polyelectrolyte solution was added. The process was continued until desired coating was reached. Capsules were made of Þ ve pairs or either chitosan/dextran sulphate or chitosan/sodium corboxymethylcellulose 11 .
Polyelectrolyte/dendrimer UMCs:
Dendrimer coated particles prepared by using colloid templates are especially attractive for drug targeting and sustained release application as well as for separation process and also nanoreactor Þ lms made by dendrimers allows the entrapment of various species within them.
Khopade and Caruso demonstrated the successful layer-by-layer formation and subsequent dye loading of polyelectrolyte/dendrimer multiplayer films constructed on planar substrate as well as on colloids. They reported a versatile layer-by-layer approach to prepare poly (styrene sulfonate) (PSS)/ fourth generation poly (amidoamine) dendrimer (4G PAMAM) multiplayer Þ lms of deÞ ned thickness and composition under physiological salt concentration by exploiting electrostatic interactions. They Þ rst prepared the films on planar support to elucidate the factors that govern the formation of stable films and then constructed the PSS/4G PAMAM films on colloid substrate 12 .
To prepare ultra thin polyelectrolyte/dendrimer coatings on colloids, PSS/4G PAMAM multilayers were adsorbed on the surface of particles using the conditions employed for the planar support and by applying the layer-by-layer assembling protocol to colloids [56] [57] [58] [59] (no drying step was employed after deposition of each layer). Stepwise growth was conÞ rmed by the successful recharging of the particle surface with each deposition cycle. The ζ-potential of the particles alternated between -30 mV (PSS) and +45 mV (4G PAMAM) with each coating step suggested multilayer growth occurred on the particles 12 .
Complexes of 4G PAMAM and a long chain polyelectrolyte (e.g. PSS) are signiÞ cantly different from those made of linear oppositely charged polyelectrolytes, in that the dendritic core offers the possibility of selectively entrapping guest molecules 4,5-carboxyß urescim (CF), a model acidic substance, was entrapped in PSS/4G PAMAM multiplayer. Since CF does not bind to PSS, the loading observed is due to the interaction of CF with the dendrimer.
As the coated colloids extends, hollow polyelectrolyte/ dendrimer capsules were obtained after removal of the core. The thin and highly porous capsules were fragile during the core removal procedure; therefore they prepared UMCs with an outer coat of PSS/PAH/PSS. The capsules obtained were stable and consisted of folds due to drying effects, displaying a similar morphology to other hollow capsules made of linear poly electrolytes 58 . These capsular colloids represent interesting freestanding systems for loading and controlled release, as they can exhibit elastic properties, similar to biological cells 9, 60, 61 . Inorganic/organic hybrid multilayer ultra thin hollow spheres: Caruso, et al., demonstrated that the inorganic/ organic hybrid self-assembly technique, when applied to produce composite SiO 2 nanoparticle-polymer multilayers on colloids, coupled with removal of the core and (optionally) the polymer, provides a successful pathway for fabricating inorganic and organic hybrid hollow sphere in the submicrometer to micrometer size range. Important advantages of this method of fabricating hollow spheres are: (i) the thickness of the hollow sphere walls can be readily controlled by varying the number of deposition cycles.
(ii) The size and shape of the spheres produced are determined by the dimensions of the templating colloid employed; (iii) the method is generally applicable to a wide variety of charged inorganic particles, thereby making possible the production of various inorganic (such as ZiO 2 and TiO 2 ) and composite (magnetic nanoparticle and SiO 2 or TiO 2 ) hollow spheres 57 .
Lipid/polyelectrolyte UMCs:
The combination of lipid and polyelectrolyte layers may be useful for understanding the principles of the interaction of membranes with biopolymers, such as proteins, DNA, or carbohydrates. Moya, et. al., reported that lipids can adsorb on to colloidal particles coated with polyelectrolytes and polyelectrolyte capsules 62 . Charged lipids, such as dipalmitoyldiphosphatidic acid (DPPA), form bilayers while zwitterionic lipids, such as dipalmitoyldiphosphotidyl choline (DPPC), may adsorb more than one bilayer. The lipid assembling can be performed either by adsorption of lipid vesicles on to colloidal particles or by adsorption of lipids from a methanol solution during a gradual exchange of methanol for water. In the case of polyelectrolyte capsules the coating with lipids provides a new means to control the permeability of the capsules, hence encouraging their use for slow release of polar substance. In comparison to liposomes or vesicles, the lipid/polyelectrolyte composite are more stable systems with a size predefined by the size of the polyelectrolyte capsule 62 .
The lipid layers adsorbed on the supporting skeleton of a polyelectrolyte matrix represent an interesting model system, which could be used for biophysical studies. They have a high mechanical stability together with determined size and shape. Reconstruction of various biological functions can be envisaged by the incorporation of protein functionalities into the adsorbed lipid layer.
Surface modiÞ ed polyelectrolyte capsules:
Moya et al. concluded that polyelectrolyte capsules consist of PSS/PAM layers when coated with an additional layer of lipid, there is a remarkable reduction in the permeability of the capsule wall. ) .
This provides a new means to control the permeability of capsules, hence encouraging the use as a container for slow release of polar substance 62 . Also surfacemodification of polyelectrolyte multilayer-coated particles can be done for biological applications. The surface modiÞ ed (PEGylated) PSS/4G PAMAM UMCs reduces the adhesion to the biological cell surface (macrophage cell line TPH-1) 63 .
CONCLUSION
UMCs application in pharmaceutical Þ elds is just in the incipient stage. The use of UMCs in the design of new drug delivery system and devices is used in closely related fields such as protein delivery, gene delivery and diagnostic sensors, which receives increasing attention. The concept of electrostatically driven assembly of multilayer structures allows for the incorporation of a wealth of different materials like drugs (ciprofloxacin hydrochloride 7 , ibuprofen, furosemide 11 , nifedipine, and theophylline), dyes (ß urorescein particles 36, 58 , pyrene), proteins (myoblogin, cytochrome P450cam), and polynucleotides like DNA 64 .The incorporation of proteins in multilayer films may lead to the application of UMCs as biosensors or in biotechnology; they may even provide the base for new developments in multi step chemical catalysis. UMCs appear to be a promising tool in the drug delivery for the pharmaceutical scientist but exclusive research work is needed before any meaningful conclusion could be drawn. The issues relating to biocompatibility, and toxicity of UMCs should also be seriously addressed. July 
